vince of his error in trying the new way than my amateurs would be. He
would make mistakes and he would stick to them to save his face, where
one of my boys would say, 'Sure, how stupid of me—I see it all now.' The
boys did add a lively human interest element all down the line, on every
house we built. For better and some for worse. Sometimes prospective
clients coming to see the work on a new building and being shown about
by the boy, would like him so much they would give their work to the
boy!
A system was then in force allowing a Fellow to do work with his name
on the plans but all designs and details to be submitted to me for approval.
The same fee, ten per cent, to be charged; divided one-third to apprentice,
one-third to cover the cost of plans made by the Fellowship, and one-third
left in the Fellowship for it to grow up on. This was a mistake from every
standpoint as I will explain in a later chapter. While authentic originals
are available, why devote the resources of the Fellowship to warmed-up
or warmed-over amateur productions, especially as they seemed to destroy
the Fellowship rather than build it up? More on this subject later.
And it is only fair to say that on all the buildings I have built with the
Fellowship alongside (there are some thirty-five or -six or -seven such
buildings now), from the very first I have found quicker comprehension
and more intelligent faithful co-operation, counting in all the aggravating
dropping of stitches from first to last, than I ever got out of 'experienced'
professionals at any time. This would not apply were we doing the stan-
dard thing done by the regular architects for which the channels are all
cut. I well know that. But once we do go afield from the beaten track, not
for novelty—no—but for the necessarily different because it is the better
thing, we (my clients and myself) are better off (the time limit aside) with
the honest amateur than we could ever be with the conventional 'expert'
in the rut. The expert is usually a man who has stopped thinking and so
is perfectly able to be utterly wrong for at least the rest of his lifetime.
He has made up his mind, not upon principle, but upon expedient prac-
tice. So he is quite likely to be, himself, a rule of thumb already out of
date where we are concerned.
As a matter of fact, during the rational pioneering of these past forty-
five years, I have developed a technique of my own—still flexible—there-
fore still growing with each new experience^ which means each new
building we build. Not only is it not probable that 'the practical man of
experience* would be likely to grasp and apply it: he wouldn't do it if he
could. But in all frankness, let me say he couldn't do it without more study
than he can afford to give it, and on the way that study means more
failures. Failures which would be more numerous, more difficult to
remedy and as much more costly to apply as he was certain of his experi-
ence. Saving his face would be more costly to my clients, therefore, than
the quickly corrected blunders of my amateurs. But I realize that my
proximity to the work done is more than ever essential. That is not likely
soon to change except as I have in time trained good builders myself. The
Fellowship should now have several such? and will soon have more like
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